NEW YORK BREDS FINISH 1-2-3 in KINDERGARTEN FRESHMAN TROT FINAL

November 4, 2017

The $214,900 Kindergarten Classic final for two-year old trotting colts and geldings raced over the Meadowlands one-mile track oval was won by the Erv Miller trained Tito. Finishing second and third, respectively, were fellow New York Bred colts Seven Iron and Helpisontheway.

Sent off as 7/5 favorite, the two year-old son of Muscle Mass was driven to a one-length victory by Andrew McCarthy stopping the timer in a lifetime best 1:55.

Seven Iron and Helpisontheway are both sired by Chapter Seven who stands at Blue Chip Farm in Wallkill, New York.

The Erv Miller-trainee Tito battled some sickness in July, but has rounded back into form and scored the richest win of his young career and subsequently elevates his earnings to $202,250.

Out of the Angus Hall mare Stonebridge Encore, Tito will next be pointed to the Valley Victory, part of the Fall Final Four at the Meadowlands.
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